Fractional superstrings in the tensor-product formulation experience "internal projections" which reduce their effective central charges. Simple expressions for the characters of the resulting effective worldsheet theory are found. All states in the effective theory can be consistently assigned definite spacetime statistics. The projection to the effective theory is shown to be described by the action of a dimension-three current in the original tensor-product theory.
Fractional superstrings [1, 2] have been proposed as a possible new class of string theories generalizing super-and heterotic strings, and since then there has been considerable effort in understanding their worldsheet properties and spacetime phenomenologies [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . These strings have the important property that their critical spacetime dimensions and central charges are less than those of the superstring, and this reduction in the critical dimension is accomplished by replacing the worldsheet supersymmetry of the superstring with a "K-fractional supersymmetry" which relates bosons to fields of dimension (spin) 2/(K +2) on the worldsheet, K ≥ 2.
(The case K = 2 corresponds to the ordinary superstring.)
There are two proposals for the identification of the K-fractional worldsheet supersymmetry. The first proposal [1] , which we will refer to as the chiral algebra approach, associates the fractional worldsheet supersymmetry with the Virasoro algebra extended via the inclusion of the fractional supercurrent G, a certain chiral operator of dimension 1 + 2/(K + 2). This algebra is chosen because of its wellbehaved representation theory [9] , and in the K = 4 case the associated fractional strings have been shown to have sensible tree-level scattering amplitudes [8] . De- manding the existence of extra null states in these theories [1, 5] indicates that their critical central charges are
However, since explicit representations of the K-fractional chiral algebras at these values of the central charge are not known, one cannot determine the corresponding critical spacetime dimensions for fractional-superstring propagation.
The second proposal [2, 3, 4, 5] , which we will refer to as the tensor-product approach, is based on the observation that the above K-fractional chiral algebras have special representations with central charges c K ≡ 3K/(K +2) composed of a free boson plus a Z Z K -parafermion theory [10] . Interpreting the free boson as a spacetime coordinate of the string, one identifies the D-fold tensor product of the c K theory with itself as the worldsheet conformal field theory (CFT) describing a K-fractional string propagating in D-dimensional spacetime. Since the K-fractional chiral algebra is non-linear, taking tensor products of its representations does not produce another representaton of the K-fractional algebra. Thus, a priori, the two proposals described above for identifying the K-fractional worldsheet supersymmetry are different. In fact, in the tensor-product approach, demanding that there be a massless graviton in the critical dimension and that two dimensions worth of states decouple in the string propagation (so only "light-cone" degrees of freedom contribute) implies that the critical dimensions are given by
This would seem to imply that the critical central charges of these theories are given
in disagreement with the smaller value in Eq. (1).
This argument, however, is incorrect. Anomaly cancellation in the worldsheet theory (in particular, modular invariance) determines the fractional-superstring par- Eq. (1) [5] .
In this letter we focus our attention on the partition functions derived in the tensor-product approach with the goal of obtaining some insight into the nature of the internal projections and the properties of the resulting post-projection light-cone CFT's. In particular, we will show how the internal projections act on all physical sectors of the tensor-product theory, and not only those containing the massless states. We will also obtain a set of characters which can be consistently viewed as 
along with its "descendent" fields of dimensions exceeding h ℓ n by integers. One extends the allowed ranges of ℓ and n to arbitrary integers satisfying n − ℓ ∈ 2Z Z via the identifications φ where the ellipsis indicates terms with positive integral powers of q and known coefficients [11] . The string functions exhibit the symmetries c
, and one can show [12] that for any K they transform covariantly under the modular group. Furthermore, for K ∈ 4Z Z and ℓ ∈ 2Z Z the combinations d states of mass-squared n, where F is the spacetime fermion number. Requiring that the spectrum be tachyon-free, one finds that the only modular-invariant partition functions are [2, 4] :
with
It follows from the string-function expansions that these combinations each a priori have q-expansions of the forms 
where ϑ 2 and η are the Jacobi and Dedekind functions. The equality of A b K and A f K as functions of τ demonstrates an exact equality between the numbers of bosons and fermions at all mass levels in the theory, suggestive of spacetime supersymmetry. Furthermore, as functions of τ , the expressions B K and C K each vanish as well, suggesting that these massive sectors also enjoy a spacetime supersymmetry [4] . Rec- (7) shows that each term therein is a product of string functions d of Eq. (4). Indeed, this requirement is necessary for a consistent light-cone CFT interpretation of both the A K and B K sectors of the fractional-superstring partition functions. In general, one can deduce the effective central charge from a given character χ(q) = a n q n by the asymptotic behavior [13] of its coefficients a n for large n: a n ∼ exp(4π c eff n/24). Using this criterion, we find the following unique splitting of the B K : 
Moreover, in analogy with the worldsheet boson and fermion characters found in Eq. (8) for the A-sectors, we now find
where λ ≡ (h
. This result can be proven by the general methods presented in Ref. [4] . Note that unlike Eq. (8), the argument of the ϑ 2 function is rescaled by a factor λ, which for each value of K is the inverse of the spin of the worldsheet fractional superpartner of the coordinate boson fields.
We are encouraged to think of B b,f K as describing spacetime bosons and fermions because they enter into B K with a relative minus sign; their absolute signs are not determined, however, so we cannot say definitely which of B b K or B f K describes which spacetime statistics. In the naïve tensor-product approach, of course, the permutation symmetry amongst the different component theories makes it inconsistent to assign either bosonic or fermionic statistics to B K -sector states [3, 4] . However, with the understanding that the post-projection light-cone CFT is not a tensor product of D c − 2 theories each with central charge c K , we are faced with the possibility that the tensor-product fusion rules may be further restricted. One simple example of how this may occur, though by no means a definitive proposal, is that the internal projection violates the permutation symmetry between the original tensored theories by rendering the statistics assignment for the B K -sector states dependent upon the ordering of the n-quantum numbers of states in the tensor product:
where each entry (0 or K/2) is repeated (D c − 2)/2 = 8/K times. Indeed, this assignment reproduces the correct statistics selection rules under fusion not only amongst the B-type sectors, but also between the A-and B-type sectors.
Given the results (8) and (10) Ref. [14] .
There exists a simple rule, already apparent from Eqs. (7) and (9), governing which terms appear with plus and minus signs in the internally projected characters. Namely, replacing n → n + K/2 (mod K) in each string function d K to those with negative coefficients and vice versa. In fact, for each relevant value of K ≥ 2, there is an operator Ψ K in the light-cone tensor-product CFT whose OPE with other fields in that theory generates this map:
where there is one factor φ 0 ±K/4 for each transverse spacetime dimension. The action of Ψ K on other parafermion fields follows from the Z Z K -parafermion fusion rules and field identifications. Interestingly, the conformal dimension of
The role played by Ψ K in effecting these internal projections and reorganizing the fractional-superstring Fock space is reminiscent of that played by the "screening operators" in the coulomb gas construction [15] of the Virasoro minimal series CFT's from a free boson theory. Note that Ψ K was also independently considered in Ref. [7] , where it served as the basis of an alternate derivation of the fractional-superstring partition functions and yielded the splittings This implies that the only combination of string functions in the C K sectors which suffer an internal projection are the C K expressions themselves, which are identically zero as functions of q. The natural interpretation of this fact is that the internal projections remove all C K -sector states. Thus, the C K 's contain no physical states, and play no role in the post-projection light-cone CFT.
In summary, we have shown that the fractional-superstring partition functions obtained from a tensor-product anzatz for the underlying CFT have several properties which are not obvious from their expressions in terms of string functions. The effective central charges of the (light-cone) CFT's described by these partition functions are reduced from their naïve tensor-product values by the internal projections. Both the A K -and B K -sector states can be divided naturally into sets which can be identified as either spacetime bosons or fermions. Furthermore, the characters of these sets have the very simple forms given in Eqs. (8) and (10) . Finally, the internal projections can be described by the action of a dimension-3 operator in the light-cone tensor-product CFT which is the product of one Z Z K -parafermion current φ 0 K/2 for each transverse dimension. These unexpected features provide valuable guides in the search for an explicit construction of the post-projection light-cone CFT underlying the fractional superstring partition functions.
